Gary Friedman, Founder and President of ProjX Corporation was raised in a
small town in central Massachusetts where he attended Southeastern
Massachusetts University and graduated in 1980 with a degree in
Mechanical Engineering. Following his graduation he pursued a childhood
goal of moving to the mountains of Colorado where he taught skiing in the
resort town of Vail Colorado.
After returning from Vail in 1984, Gary went to work for General Electric
in its Aircraft Instrument Department as a Manufacturing Process and
Product Quality Assurance Engineer. He left General Electric in 1989 to
work at Hansom Air Force Base in the Manufacturing Directorate where he
worked on the AN/TRC-170 Troposcatter radio system.
In 1992 he began work in the Mission Planning Program Office where he
has held numerous positions starting off as a project engineer on the Ground
/Maritime Special Operations Planning and Rehearsal System and then
moving on to the Air Force Mission Planning System where he supported the development of Aircraft Flight
Performance Models, Aircraft Weapons and Electronic software modules, and the components of the PC based
Mission Planning System.
While in Mission Planning, Gary formed ProjX Corporation where he first teamed with IPT Associates to
provided support to the Mission Planning Program Office in developing their Enterprise Integrated Master
Schedule and helped the senior leadership focus their strategic planning by co-authoring the Mission Planning
Capabilities Roadmap and Roadmap Tool Set. He then transitioned to the Front Office Group providing
direct support to the commander where he managed the office’s day-to-day operational needs, and helped plan,
conduct and manage many of the large Mission Planning events including the Mission Planning User's
Conferences attended by up to 1800 users of the system. He also spent time working in Financial Management
where he developed and maintained the Mission Planning Financial Roadmap.
In 2007 Gary moved to the Aerospace Management Division in their Advanced Planning department. There
he provided Strategic Planning expertise for the division in the development of their Next Generation Air
Traffic Control (NextGen) capabilities Roadmap and Strategic Plan.
Currently, Gary supports the Global Air-Traffic Management Branch providing direct support to the program
in the development of a Ground-Based Sense and Avoid capability for Unmanned Air Vehicles.
Gary resides in the seacoast region of New Hampshire with his wife Susan and two boys Bradley & Mitchell.
He is an avid handball player, enjoys rock climbing, skiing and martial arts where he studies Aikido and holds
a 2nd degree black belt and a title of Waka-Sensei in Shorin-Ryu karate.
I formed projects as a means to gain independence in the work force and to foster an environment that rewards
and promotes top performance. I’ve found that my personal growth and enjoyment have come from situations
where I have been challenged to perform outside of my “normal” responsibilities. I’m looking for individuals
with the ability to recognize what is needed to accomplish a task and then are willing to take the initiative to
perform that task even if it is outside of their “normal” duties. My goal is to bring a wide variety of
experienced problem solvers together to support our customer’s projects and to formulate solutions to resolve
their issues and challenges.
Most of my career has been working alongside people who are either currently in or who have already served
in the military. I have witnessed their personal struggles managing deployments, long separations from their
families and attending to issues as a result of their service. Since I didn't serve in the military, I see it as my
duty to assure that the work I do somehow serves those men and women who have made the sacrifice to serve
our country.

